Orientation Skills

Landmarks and Clues:
- Characteristics of a landmark:
  - It can be perceived by the senses (sight, hearing, touch)
  - It is unique (the only one of its kind in the area)
  - It cannot be moved
- Characteristics of a clue:
  - It can be perceived by the senses (sight, hearing, touch)
  - It is unique (the only one of its kind in the area)
  - Can be temporary

Examples:
Landmarks:
- Bus shelter
- Business sign

Non-examples:
- Street signs
- Fire hydrants
- Stop sign

Clues:
- The sound of a train
- The smell of a bakery, coffee shop, restaurant

Intersections
What is an intersection? Multiple choice
Examples of different intersections: T, Plus, Y, offset

Cane Skills

Cane Techniques
- Constant contact
- 2 point touch
- Trailing
- Touch and drag
- Etc.